An analysis of winds, wind waves, and swell over the sea to the east of Japan during the historical typhoon of September 26, 1935, is given. Occurrence of the storm and its movement across a main squadron of the Imperial Japanese Fleet which was then conducting grand maneuvers provided what may be the best coverage on record of surface winds, wind waves, and swell within 200 nautical miles of a typhoon center in its mature stage, and furnished an unequaled set of data for studying the relation between the meteorological and oceanographical elements over the ocean during a period of hurricane winds. 
INTRODUCTION
For a number of years, the Hydrographic Department, Imperial Japanese Navy, kept secret the meteorological observations [l, 2, 31 on winds, wind waves, and swell over the sea to the east of Japan during the historical typhoon of September 26, 1935. The Hydrographic
Department prepared a report in 1937 [l] that contained fairly good descriptions, t'abulations, and a set of successive, maps illustrating the pressure patterns, the field of wind speed (isovels) and lines of constant wave heights through the period 0600 to 1800 JMT of the 26th. The current report is intended to present pertinent extracts from this report and further intermediate studies, with the hope that they may be of assistance in establishing a firmer understanding of the dynamics of a typhoon in its mature stage.
MOVEMENT OF TYPHOON ACROSS THE FLEET
On September 16, 1935 , the Central Meteorological Observatory, Tokyo, discovered evidence of a tropical disturbance in the formative stage in the sea northwest of the island of Saipan. I t soon increased to typhoon force and moved slowly on a variable northerly course. The course turned more to north-northeast as the typhoon moved through western Japan on the 25th. After leaving the West Japan area, the center continued a northnortheasterly course, crossed over the Sea of Japan, and dissipated as it moved to sea to the west of Hokkaido.
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Long before the first typhoon dissipated, the next tropical disturbance developed in the sea east-northeast of Saipan on September 20. This new typhoon moved on a northwesterly course, and thence curved northward, its intensity increasing to typhoon force. At 0300 JMT, September 26, the S. S. Ogura-maru reported hurricane winds 29 to 35 m. sec." (56 to 68 knots) from the southeast, and falling pressure of 732.5 mm. of Hg. (977 mb.) near the center. The typhoon finally moved on a northnortheasterly course a t the speed of about 70 to 80 km. hr.-l (38 to 43 knots) and passed over sea to the east of Japan in its mature stage. Thus it completed its full cycle of development in the open sea and never passed over Japan proper. Table 1 shows the central pressure, the track, and the velocity of movement of this second typhoon. 
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As it advanced north-northeastward, the typhoon center crossed over the RED 4th Imperial Japanese Fleet shortly after noon of September 26. Figures 2 (inset) and 6 show the path of the typhoon through the maneuverirg area. Figure la shows the movement of the various naval units relative to the center of the typhoon. The general path of the main squadron, the torpedo-boat flotilla, the submarine flotilla, the transport ship Tsurumi, and the destroyer Hanekaze relative to the storm shows that a fairly dense net was available to obtain successfully a good number of observations from the storm area. Occurrence of the storm and its movement across the main squadron provided what may be the best coverage on record of surface winds, wind waves, and swell within 200 nautical miles of a typhoon center. Simultaneous observations of wave height during the course of the storm furnished an unequalled set of data for relations between the meteorological and oceanographical elements over the ocean during a period of strong winds.
The observation of the second typhoon was especially noteworthy for the following three interesting features. 
The barometric readings from the mercury barometer (marine type) on the Warship Nachi were taken for every five consecutive minutes, and are considered to be most reliable. The observations of wind speeds and directions by means of cup anemometers mere available for each group of the units indicated in figure la. The mean (over 20-minute periods) wind speeds calculated from these data are tabulated in table 2.
It must be kept in mind, however, that the progressive movement of the storm was very large (more than 70 km respect to its center of pressure. The "eye" was 8 to 9 nautical miles in radius. The field of winds suggests the formation of fronts in the vortex as it moved into the middle latitudes. The streamline patterns shown in figure l b exhibit a pronounced similarity to Shaw's representation of the air currents in a cyclone [4] . The horizontal divergence field and the relative vorticity field for the storm computed from the wind jield are shown in figures IC and Id. The values for the horizontal divergence and the vorticity are in meters per second per 50 nautical miles, or 1.1 X sec."
The singularity in the eye of the storm has been disregarded in figure IC in order to avoid complications. It might be pointed out that. the vorticity corresponding to the Coriolis parameter at the latitude in question (about 40' N.) has an approximate value of 0.93X10-* sec."
From table 2, we can see that the wind speeds were much greater in the right half than in the left half of the typhoon. ."____."____."___""...." "~~" " " " " " " " " " "~
The center passed about 70 The center passed more than nautical miles west of this 100 nautical miles west of destroyer.
I" this flotilla.
In the right half of the typhoon . Very little precipitation occurred in the rear half of the storm, and t,he greatest precipitation intensity was 0 to 180 nautical miles from the typhoon center in the direction towards which the center was advancing at the time. This is consistent with the result given by Cline [5]. At the center, the clouds became broken and faint sunlight succeeded the torrential rain.
The visibilities (given in table 3) were quite poor and the horizon was limited a t a distance of a few meters on account of the rain and spray in the typhoon area except in the left rear quadrant.
SEA AND SWELL OBSERVATIONS
The problem of forecasting sea and swell is one of current interest. The stat'e of the sea and the length and height of the swell in the open sea under stormy conditions are well-known from various authorities. This section deals with the generation of wind waves defined as waves which are growing in height under the influence of wind, urd of swell consisting of wind-generated waves which have advanced into regions having local winds whose direction is different from that of the wave motion.
There is little regularity in the appearance of the sea surface, particularly when a stormy wind blows. Although individual waves can be recognized and their wave height's, periods, wavelengths, and wave velocities measured, such measurements are extremely difficult and comparatively inaccurate under the condition of hurricane wind:;.
When waves of different wave fronts are present simultaneously, the appearance of the free surface becomes very complicated. At some points the waves are opposite in phase and therefore tend to eliminate each other, whereas at other points they coincide in phase and reinforce each other. If interferenceoccurs, waves may attain the critical steepness 1/7 and break [6, 71.
The strong easterly winds in the right front quadrant of the typhoon showed considerable uniformity and as a consequence of their continued blowing from the east, the corresponding wind waves were relatively large. For an observer standing initially in the right front quadrant of the typhoon, the wind direction would shift suddenly from southeast to south or southwest as the typhoon center moved northward. Thus in the right rear quadrant new waves were formed, receiving energy from the south or southwest winds. Over the ocean in the right rear quadrant, the seas were then unusually pyramidal, mountainous, and confused. These pyramidal storm waves resulted in considerable damage to the Imperial Japanese 4th Fleet on September 26, 1935.
The wind waves as related to the movement of the typhoon, during the passage of the storm over the main squadron, the torpedo-boat flotilla, the submarine flotilla, the transport ship Tsurumi and the destroyer Hanekaze are given in figure 3 (a reproduction of a chart prepared by the Hydrographic Department).
The state of the sea reported according to the sea scale (see below) is also tabulated in table 4. It is clear that the wave heights were the greatest in the right rear quadant of the Thus, if one characteristic quantity is measured the other two can be computed, and if two or three are measured the correctness of the theory as applied to ocean waves can be checked. Table 6 shows that comparisons of measured and computed values for the Mikuma gave rather unsatisfactory results. This may indicate that the state of the sea as observed by the main squadron was, to some extent, uncertain. Comparisons of measured and computed values for the wavelength and the wave period from the cruiser Nuchi on the other hand gave fairly satisfactory results.
After Sverdrup and others [6, 71, the steepness defined by the ratio of the wave height, H, and the wavelength, L, has the critical value 1/7. Observations from the main squadron confirm that the ratio H/L always remained less than 117 except for the uncertain report from the transport ship Susaki.
As is well known, the heights of large waves under stormy conditions are generally overestimated and wave heights above 20 meters are extremely rare. Observations Linea of constant swell character are drawn for each unit of the swell s c a l e . charted in figure 4 , which is also a reproduction of a chart prepared by the Hydrographic Department. The swell of greatest intensity also occurred in the right rear quadrant.
The state of the pyramidal sea in the right rear quadrant (1520 JMT) was photographed by Lieut. G . Matsuura looking to the windward on board the Cruiser Nachi. Because the quality of the photograph is too poor for reproduction, the behavior is illustrated schematically in figure 5. Tannehill [SI showed the deviation of wind to the left of the swell in the Northern Hemisphere; that is, the observer standing with his back to the wind would find the swell moving off to the right. Figure 5 shows clearly the opposite case; that is, the observer standing with his face to the southwest strong wind found the swell moving off to his right within this limited area; i. e., in the right rear quadrant.
The rolling and pitching of ships are of course a function of the winds, the state of the sea, and the characteristics of ships. They can hardly be analyzed therefore in a simple manner. The maximum amplitudes of the rolling, in degrees, are tabulated in table 7 for reference. These angles are the total angle of roll from port to starboard. 
